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1 | REFRESHER ON PILLAR 2
The Global Base Erosion (GloBE) Minimum Taxation is a new approach to taxation released under the OECD’s Inclusive 
Framework (IF) on Base Erosion and Profit Sharing (BEPS).

Revenue Thresholds
Rules apply Multinational Enterprises (MNEs) with group annual 
revenue of at least €750 million, though countries may impose a 
lower threshold if they choose.  The basis is calculated according to 
the accounting standards of the consolidated financial statements.

Tax Rate and Base
Pillar 2 provides the framework for a Global Minimum Tax at 
15% considering relevant jurisdictional blending.  To the extent 
the effective tax rate in a jurisdiction drops below 15%, a top-up 
tax is assessed to increase the effective rate.

Threshold Test Period
There is a four-year test period determining whether the threshold 
is met. Generally, if revenue is at least €750 million in two of the 
previous four fiscal years, then the threshold is met.  Need to 
consider mergers and demergers, as the rules can be complex.

Excluded Entities
Certain organizations, entities or arrangements are excluded 
from the GloBE Rules, including certain Government Entities, 
International Organizations, Non-profit Organizations, Pension 
Funds, as well as certain Investment and Real Estate Funds 
provided they meet the relevant exceptions.
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- A carve-out from the IIR and UTPR for an 
amount equal to 5% of the carrying value of 
tangible assets and payroll costs, subject to a 
ten-year transition period.
- International shipping income and de minimis 
profits are excluded.
- MNEs in the initial phase of international 
activity with less than €50 million of tangible 
assets abroad in less than 7 jurisdictions.

Other Exclusions & Simplifications

This rule overrides treaty benefits for certain
related-party payments that are not subject to 
a 9% rate of tax in the recipient jurisdiction. 
The STTR will be creditable as a covered tax 
under the IIR and UTPR (i.e., the STTR 
applies first).

Subject to Tax Rule (STTR)

1 | REFRESHER ON PILLAR 2

This rule imposes top-up tax on a parent entity 
in respect of subsidiaries and permanent 
establishments that is taxed at less than a 
15% minimum effective tax rate.

Income Inclusion Rule (IIR)

This rule denies deductions or requires an 
equivalent adjustment to the extent the low-tax 
income of a constituent entity is not subject to 
tax under the IIR.

Undertaxed Payment Rule (UTPR)

Is a minimum tax incorporated into domestic 
law of a particular jurisdiction and is calculated 
consistently with the Pillar 2 rules.  Once 
conditions are met, this minimum tax is 
creditable against any potential Pillar 2 rules. 
OECD intends to draft processes to assist 
authorities with the implementation of the rules.

Qualified Domestic Min Top-up Tax (QDMTT)

2
Global 

Anti-Base 
Erosion 
(GloBE)

Pillar Two provides new rules granting jurisdictions additional taxing rights, along with specified exclusions and simplifications.  
The highlights of these rules are:
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1 | REFRESHER ON PILLAR 2
To determine if Pillar 2 applies to your company, the following steps should be undertaken for each period:
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2 | GLOBAL TIMELINE UPDATE

EU
O

EC
D

Jul JanOct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan

Oct 2021
New IF statement and 
confirmation of the G20

Dec 2021 
Publication of the   
GloBE Model Rules

Jul 2021
IF statement

Mid 2022
Finalization of the 
STTR MLI

Jan 2023
IIR and STTR enter 
into force (target) –
also EU

Jan 2024
UTPR enters into force 
(target) – also EU

2022 2023

End 2022
Finalization of the GloBE 
management framework

Dec
20242021

Mar 2022
Publication of the 
regulations and 
commentary on the STTR

Mar 2022
GloBE commentary 
published

Dec 2021 
Publication of the proposed 
directive

Spring 2022
Consent to and entry 
into force of the directive

By the end of 2022
Legislative process in the member 
states to implement the GloBE rules

Until June 30, 2025 
Submission of tax return for 2023+ 
fulfilment of reporting obligations

Until spring 2023 
Revision of the directive one 
year after entry into force

2025
Jun

The original timeline for the implementation of BEPS 2.0 was ambitious. Several jurisdictions, including the EU and the UK, have
recently deferred the implementation and it is likely that additional jurisdictions will follow suit. 
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3 | WHERE CANADA IS AT

$4.5B

2023
8

140+
2

REVENUE
In Canada alone, Pillars 1 and 2 were originally 
expected to generate an additional $4.5 billion of 
additional revenue every year once fully 
implemented.

IMPLEMENTATION
Though quite ambitious, the timeline for 
Canada to implement Pillar 2 legislation is still 
set for 2023.  However, Finance has stated 
that this timeline is unlikely to be met on 
schedule.

SUBMISSIONS
Finance received several submissions 
(including KPMG) in response to their 
public consultation on the implementation 
of Pillar 2 in Canada. 

COUNTRIES 
Currently, there are 140+ countries of the 
IF that have agreed to the implementation 
of the Pillar 2 rules and major reforms to 
the international tax system as it applies 
to large MNEs.

LEGISLATION
Only South Korea and the United Kingdom have 
draft legislation currently under review.
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4 | WHAT COMPANIES SHOULD BE DOING NOW?
The GloBE rules can have significant impact on the effective tax rate of MNE Groups and it is expected to spur different 
implementation challenges, as well as an increase of the administrative burden companies in scope of the rules.

3 | Rationalize and simplify the group 
organizational structure

5 | Inform Board Committees of the financial and 
administrative impact of the rules

4 | Ensure that there is communication between 
tax and accounting teams on information

2 | Understand the potential systems issues 
in collating data

1 | Undertake a high-level evaluation of how the rules 
could impact the group structure

8 | Monitor how individual countries are 
reacting and consistency of application

10 | Consider any secondary impacts for customers 
and investee communications

9 | Consider future tax disclosures and 
interaction with the GloBE rules

7 | Determine whether a central, regional or 
hybrid approach is going to be adopted

6 | Establish a Tax Control Framework for GloBE



5 | Questions?
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